Come take a look

By today Staff

The scientific session at AACD 2015 in San Francisco has been described by those in the know (aka, the meeting organizers) as “the world’s most comprehensive continuing education opportunity for cosmetic dental professionals.”

In the lecture halls, renowned dental educators are presenting key concepts in clinical cosmetic dentistry, ranging from digital smile design to the ortho-TMJ connection to implementing implant surgery into your practice. And over in the exhibit hall, an array of companies are showing off their latest and greatest products to help your practice run better while making your patients even more satisfied.

Toronto: A global approach to excellence

By AACD Staff

Next year, AACD 2016 is jumping the border to Toronto. Canada might not be out of this world, but the lineup of progressive and innovative educational programming slated for it will make conference-goers feel like they are light-years ahead.

It’s no secret the AACD is always trying to outdo itself to bring you the absolute best in cosmetic dentistry education. Next year will be no exception as AACD continues to build on its standard of excellence.

In that vein, the 32nd annual scientific session will have three themed days that build upon each other. “Design,” “Implementation” and “Realization” intend to deliver comprehensive and cumulative sessions that will make a positive difference in your practice on Monday morning.

The Professional Education Committee is confident AACD 2016 will be a program you won’t be able to get anywhere else. So yes, you’ll need a passport, but you will not regret the international travel after you profit from everything the conference and Toronto have to offer.